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Jeremi Brayton argues that the withdrawal of his grievance by the UAW National 

Ford Department was discriminatory or lacked a rational basis.   
 

FACTS 
 

Jeremi Brayton began working for Ford Motor Company on October 25, 1995, at 
the Van Dyke Plant in Sterling Heights, Michigan.  Brayton and his wife lived in Lima, 
Ohio, at the time, but there were no jobs available at the Lima Engine Plant.  In 2000, 
however, both the Van Dyke Plant and the Lima Engine Plant were hiring people, so 
Brayton contacted the Shop Chairperson at the Lima Plant to see if there was any 
possibility that he could transfer to Lima.  Chairperson David Litsey advised Brayton that 
he would have to accept a new seniority date at the Lima Engine Plant if he accepted a 
position there.  Nevertheless, Brayton decided to transfer to the Lima plant so he could 
spend more time with his family and avoid the long commute to Sterling Heights, 
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Michigan.1  Brayton was hired at the Lima Engine Plant in 2000 and established a plant 
seniority date of July 31, 2000.2  Bargaining unit employees at the Lima Engine Plant 
are represented by UAW Local Union 1219. 

 
In May 2006, Shawn N. Paradore and Trent R. Renner filed grievances 

protesting the fact that they were not allowed to transfer to the Lima Engine Plant with 
their full corporate seniority.  The grievances asserted that Paradore and Renner should 
have been allowed to transfer with their Ford Motor Company seniority date because 
their home plant in Batavia, New York had closed.  The Company denied Paradore‟s 
and Renner‟s grievances based on the following disposition: 

 
“Employee was given a new seniority date because the transfer required 
the employee to quit at the Batavia location and rehire with a new plant 
seniority date.”3 

No action was taken on these grievances until October 30, 2008.  In October 2008, the 
grievances were resubmitted at the second step with the following statement added: 
 

“On 04/03/06, the aggrieved was granted a transfer to Lima Engine Plant 
due to a hardship case.  Based on the closing of the Batavia Transmission 
Plant, the employee‟s hardship case was granted.  In February of 2006, 
after the announcement of the closing of Batavia Transmission, there was 
an agreement between the National Ford Department and Ford Labor 
Affairs indicating that if additional employees were transferred to the Lima 
Engine Plant or if Lima Engine hired new employees, the aggrieved will be 
granted their Ford Motor Corporate seniority date.  The employee 
understood if Lima Engine Plant would have a need for transfers or hire 
new employees, then employee would be reinstated at Lima Engine Plant 
with his corporate seniority date.”4 

In November 2006, Ford Motor Company posted flow-back opportunities for 
employees working at Ford facilities that were due to be idled.  The notice was 
addressed to hourly employees at Ford‟s Maumee Stamping, Wixom, Batavia and 
Sharonville plants.5  The document describing the Ford flow-back program indicated 
that upon transfer to another Ford plant, the transferring employee‟s seniority would be 

                                      
1
 Record, p. 31. 

2
 Record, p. 2. 

3
 Record, pp. 18 and 19. 

4
 Record, pp. 28 and 29. 

5
 Record, p. 24. 
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governed by the Transfer Leveling Date Provision in Article VIII, Section 1(c) of the 
UAW-Ford Motor Company Agreement.6 

 
On November 9, 2008, Brayton filed a grievance requesting to have his seniority 

date changed to October 25, 1995, to reflect the date he was hired at the Van Dyke 
Plant.7  Brayton explained that when he transferred from the Van Dyke Plant to the Lima 
Engine Plant, he believed that there was no way to move from one plant to another and 
retain his original seniority date.  In the eight years that followed his move to Lima, 
however, Brayton reported that hundreds of Ford employees from other plants had 
transferred to Lima with their full corporate seniority.  He stated that there were only four 
employees in the building with less plant seniority than his even though he had more 
corporate seniority.  Brayton wrote: 

 
“…Now I have to sit back and watch as these people push me closer to 
the door, even though I have more company seniority than they do.  The 
kicker is they are getting paid large sums of money to transfer here and 
carry their seniority.  I am tired of being on the bottom never knowing 
when I may be laid off, while other people with less time with the company 
continue to work.  I made the move to be in Lima to be closer to family.  
Now, I don‟t even see my wife and kids, let alone anyone else in my 
family, due to being stuck on afternoons.  While I watch people with less 
company time than me transfer in and hold dayshift.”8 

On January 29, 2009, the following statement of unadjusted grievance was 
entered on the grievances written for Paradore and Renner: 

 
“The employee was not allowed to transfer with his seniority to the Lima 
Engine Plant.  When Lima Engine Plant received transfers from other Ford 
locations, at this time the employee should have received his corporate 
seniority date.”9 

On February 13, 2009, Paradore‟s grievance was resolved based on the following 
disposition: 
 

“The instant case is resolved, without prejudice or precedent, the 
Company agrees to retroactively adjust the aggrieved‟s plant seniority 

                                      
6
 Article VIII, §1(c) of the 2007 UAW-Ford National Agreement defines an employee‟s Transfer Leveling 

Seniority date for employees hired after October 29, 1984, as his/her hire or last rehire date, whichever is 
later.  

7
 Record, p. 30. 

8
 Record, p. 31. 

9
 Record, pp. 32 and 33. 
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date to August 16, 1999, upon the employee‟s return to work from 
indefinite layoff.”10 

Similarly, Renner‟s grievance was resolved based on the following disposition: 
 

“The instant case is resolved, without prejudice or precedent, the 
Company agrees to retroactively adjust the aggrieved‟s plant seniority 
date to April 28, 1998, upon employee‟s return to work from indefinite 
layoff.”11 

An email from Joan Treves of Ford Labor Affairs addressed to Dan Hinegardner of the 
UAW Sub Regional Office and Brett Fox of the UAW National Ford Department 
explained the arrangement with respect to Paradore and Renner as follows: 
 

“As these employees are on inactive status we are unable to adjust their 
TWOs record at this time, as such if you are in agreement, this would be a 
retroactive adjustment effective February 16th.  The transaction would be 
entered at a future mutually agreed upon date when the employee is 
returned from ILO.”12 

Treves added a further clarification to the arrangement regarding Paradore and Renner 
in letters addressed to Hinegardner and Fox on March 4, 2009.  This clarification states: 
 

“As further clarification to the disposition issued February 13, 2009, it is 
recognized that Brett Fox held prior discussions with the Company relative 
to the aggrieved‟s seniority since his point of transfer to the Lima Engine 
Plant in April 2006.  Mutual agreement was reached on October 25, 2006, 
to work together to establish a mutually agreeable date by which the 
grievances filed by the above parties would be resolved.”13 

On March 5, 2009, Local Union 1219 filed a group grievance on behalf of 183 
employees, including Brayton, protesting the adjustment to Paradore‟s and Renner‟s 
seniority dates.  The local attached to the grievance a list of 183 employees passed in 
seniority.  The local union submitted the following statement of unadjusted grievance on 
the group grievance on July 26, 2009: 
 

 “Employees Shawn Paradore and Trent Renner came to Lima Engine 
Plant on 4-03-2006.  They quit their jobs at Batavia and Sharonville and 
rehired at Lima.  The membership was told at our monthly union meeting 
that they were quit and rehires and that they would be the lowest seniority 
employees at Lima.  Three years later, on the day of an indefinite layoff, 

                                      
10

 Record, p. 35. 

11
 Record, p. 34a. 

12
 Record, p. 34. 

13
 Record, p. 35a. 
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they were granted seniority from their previous plants to pass several 
people in seniority.  Shawn passed 183 people and Trent passed 79.  The 
members of Local 1219 are outraged and do not understand why or how 
this could have happened.  If they had an agreement to keep their 
seniority, they should have brought it with them when they came in 2006.  
Our membership was lied to and have lost confidence in the integrity of 
our union leadership.  Both employees need to have 4-03-2006 seniority 
when they were hired at Lima reinstated.”14 

Local 1219 Chairperson Dan Weaver referred the group grievance to the National Ford 
Department for review on July 27, 2009. 
 

International Service Representative Tom Boritzki met with management on 
Jeremi Brayton‟s individual grievance on November 6, 2009.  The parties agreed to 
withdraw the grievance based on the following disposition: 

 
“The above grievance is denied.  The aggrieved terminated his 
employment at the Van Dyke Plant and was rehired at the Lima Engine 
Plant in 2000.  Thus the employee was given a new seniority date.”15 

Boritzki notified Local 1219 of his decision to withdraw Brayton‟s grievance on 
November 11, 2009.  The local notified Brayton of the disposition of his grievance on 
December 28, 2009.16 Brayton appealed the withdrawal of his grievance to the 
International Executive Board (IEB) on January 27, 2010.17 
 

In support of his appeal to the IEB, Brayton reported that after relocating to the 
Lima Engine Plant in 2000 and accepting the new seniority date, he had been placed on 
indefinite layoff and assigned to the GEN multiple times.18  Brayton stated that he had 
been on indefinite layoff since February 2, 2009.  Brayton reported that Shawn 
Paradore and Trent Renner came to Lima on April 3, 2006, from the Sharonville/Batavia 
unit.  They were immediately placed in the GEN along with other excess employees 
from the Lima plant.  At that time the membership questioned the Local Chairperson 
Dan Hinegardner about why these employees were accepted at Lima when the plant 
already had excess workers.  According to Brayton, Hinegardner told the membership 
of Local 1219 that these two employees had quit their jobs in Batavia and moved to 
Lima with a seniority date of April 3, 2006, so that they could not displace any current 
Lima Engine Plant employees.19  On January 28, 2009, however, the Lima Engine Plant 

                                      
14

 Record, p. 44. 

15
 Record, p. 46. 

16
 Record, p. 54. 

17
 Record, p. 50. 

18
 GEN refers to the Guaranteed Employment Numbers program established pursuant to the 

Memorandum of Understanding Job Security Program – GEN, which is described in Appendix M to the 
2003 UAW-Ford National Agreement. 

19
 Record, p. 50. 
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placed 48 people on indefinite layoff.  On the same day, Paradore and Renner were 
granted their corporate seniority dates, so they avoided the layoff.  

 
Brayton stated that he began to investigate why he was being treated differently 

than Paradore and Renner.  Brayton reported that he heard that there was an 
agreement made at the International level for Shawn Paradore and Trent Renner.  In 
addition, Brayton stated that he recalled other situations where employees were 
permitted to transfer to Lima while Lima had employees in GEN.  Brayton wrote: 

 
“I remember when I was sitting in the GEN pool with 90 plus co-workers 
on 12/6/2004.  That morning 6 new faces walked into our GEN pool at 
LEP.  Mike Sharlow, Scott Rex, and John Simco had been transferred into 
our plant from Sandusky.  Wendy Long, Rob Sherman, and another 
individual had transferred in from Rawsonville.  All of these employees 
carried their seniority.  These transfers took place due to the Way Forward 
Program (or at least that‟s what we were told).  Meaning, employees who 
took a buyout from a Ford facility were allowed to be replaced one for one 
with transfers from Visteon/ACH employees.  Despite the fact that 
Appendix N clearly states, there must be an available work posting 
generated thru the National Ford Department for employees to transfer 
with their seniority, there was a special agreement made to try to 
accommodate some of our blue employees who were lost to this mess.  
This effectively let these 6 employees jump seniority over any employees 
of LEP that had less seniority than them.  So, this case too is very similar 
to the same thing that Renner and Paradore have managed to pull off.”20 

Brayton argued that if all these special arrangements are possible to allow employees to 
transfer to a plant with their full corporate seniority, even when the plant has excess 
employees in GEN or on indefinite layoff, fairness required the union to make a similar 
arrangement for him.  He maintained that he actually should be more entitled to keep 
his corporate seniority because he did not move ahead of any seniority employee when 
he transferred to Lima the way other transferees had been permitted to do in the past.  
He concluded: 
 

“The bottom line is, I am currently on ILO from Lima Engine Plant, while 
employees who have less company time than me are working.  If it is 
possible to pull off giving these guys their seniority back, then giving my 
seniority back should be no problem as well.”21 

In response to an inquiry from President Gettelfinger‟s Administrative Assistant 
Dave Curson regarding his appeal, Brayton described his efforts to discover why Shawn 
Paradore and Trent Renner were allowed to keep their corporate seniority when they 
transferred to Lima.  He maintained that his situation was nearly identical and that was 

                                      
20

 Record, p. 51. 

21
 Record, p. 51. 
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the reason he requested a grievance in November 2008.22  Brayton went on to describe 
his efforts to get in touch with Brett Fox in order to discover how Paradore and Renner 
had been successful in having their seniority restored.  He reported that he finally drove 
to Detroit and went to Fox‟s office to speak with him.  At that time, Fox told Brayton that 
Paradore and Renner had transferred pursuant to Appendix N of the National 
Agreement.23  Brayton said that he pointed out to Fox that Appendix N transfers can 
only occur when there has been a job posting.  He said that Fox could not explain that.  
Brayton concluded: 

 
“So, without access to the agreement that was supposedly made between 
Paul Quick and George Howison or access to the grievance that was filed 
for Shawn Paradore and Trent Renner, I am not sure exactly how to argue 
my case.  I would argue the same thing that they did, but no one can tell 
me exactly how they received their seniority back.”24 

In response to Curson‟s question about what he thought the union ought to have 
done, Brayton acknowledged that he was torn.  He stated that in accordance with the 
National Agreement, Paradore and Renner should probably be returned to Batavia to 
await a job posting like everyone else.  On the other hand, Brayton observed that the 
union seemed to be able to make special arrangements for people that allowed them to 
transfer with their corporate seniority and he asked to be given the same consideration.  
Brayton stated: 

 
“Therefore, I am asking I be given the same treatment as the other above-
mentioned employees.  I do not feel I am asking for anything different from 
what was given to these employees.  The whole purpose of my transfer 
back to Lima was to be close to family.  My spouse and I are both from 
Lima.  Both of our families live in Lima.  We wanted our kids to be able to 
be close to their grandparents, etc.  Unfortunately, this decision to come to 
Lima and take a new plant seniority date seems to be worse than just 
staying in MI.  Not only have I been stuck on afternoons for nine years, 
missing football games, volley ball, school plays, and just being able to be 
home in the evening with my family, but I have done so while other people 
with less company time than me are working dayshift.  As if that hasn‟t 
been bad enough, I then have to deal with these two people transferring in 
the same way I did, and then being awarded their seniority back while I 
get laid off indefinitely.”25 

Brayton asked that his seniority at the Lima plant be adjusted to reflect his date of hire 
by Ford Motor Company on October 25, 1995.   
 

                                      
22

 Record, pp. 55-56. 

23
 Appendix N is the Memorandum of Understanding on Preferential Placement Arrangements. 

24
 Record, p. 57. 

25
 Record, p. 57. 
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Representative Tom Boritzki responded to Brayton‟s appeal in a memorandum 
addressed to Vice President Bob King on March 5, 2010.  Boritzki reported that he had 
numerous discussions with Brayton during which Brayton acknowledged that he knew 
he would receive a plant seniority date of July 31, 2000, when he transferred to the 
Lima Engine Plant.  He reported that he withdrew Brayton‟s grievance because there 
was no contract violation.26 

 
Boritzki reported that Brayton‟s description of the treatment Renner and Paradore 

had received was accurate.  They had transferred to Lima with a plant seniority date of 
April 3, 2006, and were subsequently awarded all of their seniority in accordance with a 
grievance settlement negotiated by Regional Representative Dan Hinegardner.  Boritzki 
reported that the UAW National Ford Department was also in possession of the group 
grievance filed on behalf of approximately 180 employees of the Lima Engine Plant 
protesting the adjustment to Renner‟s and Paradore‟s seniority dates.  In addition, 
members of Local 863 who had more seniority than Renner and Paradore had filed 
grievances protesting the fact that Renner and Paradore were allowed to transfer to 
Lima ahead of them.  Boritzki‟s memorandum states: 

 
“In addition, the National Ford Department is in possession of another 
grievance, DW065, from approximately 180 Lima employees protesting 
the earlier decision on Renner and Paradore (see attached).  There are 
grievances at the regional level (currently held by Tod Turner) that 
originated by higher seniority employees at Local 863.  These could be 
appealed to the Ford Department at any time, protesting the fact that they 
were never given the opportunity to transfer to Lima with total seniority.”27 

On May 5, 2010, the IEB adopted a report prepared by Administrative Assistant 
Dave Curson as its decision on Brayton‟s appeal.28  Curson‟s report is based on 
information provided by Brayton, the National Ford Department and personal interviews 
he conducted with Trent Renner and Shawn Paradore.29  Curson reported that Brayton 
was correctly advised by his union representatives in 2000 that the only way for him to 
transfer to Lima was to quit the Van Dyke Ford unit and hire into the Lima Ford unit 
assuming a new plant seniority date.  He ruled that there was no contractual basis for 
adjusting Brayton‟s seniority date so that Representative Boritzki‟s decision to withdraw 
Brayton‟s grievance was sound and should not be set aside.30 

 
Curson acknowledged, however, that the entire situation was complicated by the 

treatment of Renner and Paradore.  Curson reported that in 2006, both Renner and 

                                      
26

 Record, p. 62. 

27
 Record, pp. 62-63. 

28
 Record, p. 75. 

29
 Record, pp. 62-63. 

30
 Record, p. 91. 
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Paradore were experiencing personal problems that could only be addressed by 
transferring out of the Batavia/Sharonville unit.  His report states: 

 
“In 2005/2006, Trent Renner experienced a personal family hardship 
which could only be relieved with his transfer to Lima from Sharonville.  
With the assistance of his local union, he sent requests to Ford‟s 
headquarters and to the International Union seeking such a transfer. 

In the same time frame, Shawn Paradore was experiencing his own 
personal hardship which led to disciplinary problems at Batavia which 
threatened his job as well as other factors that may well have threatened 
his life.  The International Union became involved in these issues in the 
process of representing him.  Paradore sought help from his family, who 
lived in the Lima, Ohio area, for support and guidance through his troubled 
times.”31 

Curson reported that Renner‟s and Paradore‟s letters were referred to National Ford 
Department Representative Brett Fox who serviced both the Lima and the 
Batavia/Sharonville Units. 
 

In the latter half of 2005, Ford Motor Company developed a plan called “The Way 
Forward,” designed to return the company to profitability.  This plan included 
consolidating production lines and shutting down seven vehicle assembly plants and 
seven parts factories.  Curson reported that the company developed a flow-back 
program to place employees of the closed plants and factories.  His report states: 

 
“To facilitate an orderly transfer of workers no longer needed at the 
locations designated to close, discussions began between Ford and the 
UAW to develop a “flow-back” plan in which employees from designated 
units could voluntarily apply for transfers to openings at other Ford 
locations. Successful applicants would be transferred in seniority order to 
locations that they had designated.  Such a plan was originally developed 
and utilized in the Ford system in 2004 when Ford spun off its Visteon 
units and allowed those Visteon workers to flow back to Ford if they so 
chose.”32 

Curson noted that Representative Brett Fox was aware of these arrangements and he 
also knew that the Lima plant was gearing up to launch a new engine and anticipated 
adding new people.  According to Curson, Fox saw this situation as an opportunity to 
deal with Paradore‟s and Renner‟s problems.  He wrote: 
 

“Knowing that Lima planned to add people, and further knowing that 
Sharonville/Batavia employees would be given an opportunity to flow back 

                                      
31

 Record, p. 91. 

32
 Record, p. 92. 
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to Ford locations carrying their leveling date seniority, considering the 
scope and urgency of their problems, Fox pursued a resolve for Paradore 
and Renner to allow them to transfer to Lima under the terms of the 
immanent flow-back agreement created by the company‟s „Way Forward 
Plan.‟”33 

Curson reported that Paradore and Renner were initially assigned their Transfer 
Leveling Seniority date as defined in Article VIII, §1(c) of the UAW Ford National 
Agreement, as if they had come to Lima in accordance with the terms of the flow-back 
agreement.  At some point, however, Paradore and Renner were assigned their hire 
date at Lima as a plant seniority date.  According to Curson‟s report, this came to light in 
2008, when rumors began to circulate that a large indefinite layoff would occur as a 
result of projected production levels falling short.  Curson described the processing of 
the grievances on behalf of Renner and Paradore to restore their Transfer Leveling 
Seniority dates as follows: 

 
“The local union activated and processed Renner‟s and Paradore‟s 
grievances which were denied by local management.  When the 
grievances were appealed to third stage, they were reviewed by former 
Lima Plant Chair Dan Hinegardner, who had been promoted to the 
International Union and was assigned to service the Lima unit.  The issues 
became urgent, as the company announced a layoff.  Hinegardner called 
the National Ford Department‟s Fox, who, in turn, contacted Ford‟s Labor 
Affairs.  The company acknowledged the previous agreement between 
Fox and Halverson and acknowledged that the anticipated flow-back 
program had been implemented, and granted the grievances 
accordingly.”34 

Curson concluded that while Representative Fox‟s intentions were honorable, his 
actions did not have contractual support.  There is nothing about hardship resolutions in 
the UAW-Ford National Agreement.  Furthermore, Curson pointed out that the flow-back 
process is more complicated than arranging a simple transfer of two employees.  The 
placement of employees under a flow-back plan requires close oversight by the National 
Parties.  His report states: 

 
“Without the actual flow-back agreement being finalized, Fox and 
Halverson could not have known if Paradore or Renner would have 
successfully been selected to transfer to Lima.  During this same time is 
when the North American auto industry and the US economy began its 
collapse.  As history reveals, the company‟s projected manpower needs 
not only did not come to realization but reversed and went into a free fall. 

                                      
33

 Record, p. 93. 

34
 Record, pp. 93-94. 
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In this specific case, the appellants had already been transferred to Lima 
prior to the posting of the flow-back agreement at Batavia/Sharonville.  
The flow-back posting was operable November 27, 2006, through 
September 1, 2007.  Neither Paradore nor Renner signed a flow-back 
application.  Numerous Batavia/Sharonville employees with greater 
seniority than Paradore and Renner made application to flow-back to 
Ford.”35 

Curson remarked that great care must be taken so that resolving one employee‟s 
hardship does not create hardship for another employee.  Curson concluded that 
Representative Fox erred when he agreed to allow Paradore and Renner to transfer to 
Lima in anticipation of the flow-back agreement and increased production levels at the 
Lima Engine Plant.36 
 

Curson observed that neither Paradore nor Renner acted improperly in 
connection with the transfer.  They simply followed the advice of their union 
representatives in an effort to resolve some personal problems.  Nevertheless, Curson 
directed the Ford Department to oversee the correction of Paradore‟s and Renner‟s 
Lima plant seniority date to April 3, 2006, which was their date of hire at the Lima 
Engine Plant.  Alternatively, Curson stated that Paradore and Renner should be given 
the opportunity to return to the Batavia/Sharonville Unit if they chose to do so.  Curson 
denied Brayton‟s request to have his seniority date adjusted at the Lima Engine Plant to 
reflect his date of hire by the Ford Motor Company.37  

 
Brayton has now appealed the IEB‟s decision adopting Curson‟s report to the 

Public Review Board (PRB). 
 

ARGUMENT 
 

A. Jeremi Brayton: 

In response to my appeal, the UAW-Ford Department Representative stated that 
he withdrew my grievance because I was told that my plant seniority date at the Lima 
Engine Plant would be my date of hire there.  When I transferred to the Lima Plant, I 
relied on the information that I received from Local 1219 Chairperson David Litsey.  He 
told me that I would have to accept a new seniority date.  I was told that for all other 
purposes my corporate seniority would apply.  There was no question of me quitting my 
employment at Ford Motor Company in 2000.  I transferred from the Van Dyke unit to 
the Lima Engine Plant.  I was told at the time that I could not carry my corporate 
seniority with me to Lima because the plant was hiring new employees.  At the time that 
I transferred, I had no understanding of the transfer process or what was contractually 
possible.   

                                      
35

 Record, p. 94. 

36
 Record, p. 95. 

37
 Record, p. 95. 
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I now believe that my transfer was not handled properly.  In the past few years, I 

have witnessed hundreds of employees transfer into the Lima Engine Plant with their 
corporate seniority.  When the situation with Renner and Paradore developed, I knew I 
had not been equally represented and I was determined to get an explanation for what 
had happened.  Now that I have studied the transfer provisions of the UAW-Ford 
National Agreement, I believe the contract was not properly applied to me.  As a result, I 
contend that the handling of my seniority grievance was devoid of a rational basis and 
discriminatory, as other members were more favorably treated.  I was told there was no 
way under the National Agreement for me to transfer with my corporate seniority date.  
It is now apparent that is not true. 

 
In the first place, I never quit Ford Motor Company.  That is clear from the record.  

My pay and benefits are all based on my hire date of October 25, 1995.  Article VIII, 
Section 23(c), provides for transfers from one plant to another and states that 
transferring employees will establish their seniority at the new plant in accordance with 
Article VIII, Section 1(c).  Article VIII, Section 23(c), provides that transfers require the 
signed consent of the employee and his committeeperson and notification to the 
National Ford Department.  There would have been no contractual basis for the Ford 
Department to object to my transfer to Lima in 2000.  At that time, the Van Dyke plant 
was hiring off the street.  My transferring meant they could hire another person off the 
street.  I can find no justification in the collective bargaining agreement for the 
requirement that I accept a new seniority date at the Lima plant.  In fact, as I now 
understand the contract, the only way a member who has been a production worker his 
whole career at Ford Motor Company could have a different plant seniority date than his 
corporate seniority date would be if he had been hired prior to October 29, 1984.   

 
I would not wish to be returned to the Van Dyke plant at this time because my life 

is now completely imbedded in the community of Lima, Ohio.  Nevertheless, I believe I 
should be entitled to have my original seniority date restored.  Other employees have 
been allowed to transfer from one plant to another with their corporate seniority.  It is not 
a contractual impossibility as I was told in 2000.  Furthermore, when I transferred to the 
Lima Engine Plant, the plant had been hiring new employees from the street for a year 
and a half.  For me to have transferred to Lima with full seniority, as is contractually 
supported, would not have given me any unfair advantage over other Lima Engine Plant 
employees. 

 
I am asking that my grievance be reinstated so that my transfer to the Lima 

Engine Plant can be processed according to Article VIII, Section 23(c), as it should have 
been in the first place.  

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

When Brayton transferred to Lima in 2000, there was no contractual method 
which allowed him to transfer with his corporate seniority.  Brayton was informed that 
the only way to accomplish the transfer was to quit the Van Dyke plant and be hired at 
the Lima plant.  This allowed Brayton to keep his corporate seniority but would give him 
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a plant seniority date of July 21, 2000, for purposes of layoff, recall, overtime and shift 
preferences.  Brayton acknowledges that he was informed his plant seniority date at 
Lima would be his hire date there.  He further states that he agreed to this arrangement.  
As there was no other contractual method for Brayton to transfer from the Van Dyke 
Plant to the Lima Engine Plant, his grievance was properly withdrawn.  

 
Brayton complains about the influx of workers into the Lima plant with their 

corporate seniority after he transferred there.  He especially complains about 
employees Paradore and Renner who transferred to Lima in 2006.  Employees were 
transferred to the Lima Engine Plant under Ford Motor Company‟s “Way Forward Plan.”  
That was a program which allowed employees to flow back to Ford locations with their 
leveling date seniority.  This program was not available to appellant in 2000, and could 
not be applied retroactively.  In addition, Paradore‟s and Renner‟s situation had nothing 
to do with Brayton‟s seniority.  In any event, the IEB ordered the correction of 
Paradore‟s and Renner‟s seniority, so Brayton‟s arguments based on their situation are 
no longer applicable.  There is no other evidence to support Brayton‟s argument that he 
was discriminated against in regard to the movement of personnel into the Lima Engine 
Plant in 2004, 2006, and 2007 through 2008.  

 
In his appeal to the PRB, Brayton tries to build a contractual argument to support 

his claim that he should have been allowed to carry his corporate seniority to Lima in 
2000.  However, the National Agreement does not support Brayton‟s theory.  
Unfortunately, Ford Motor Company and the UAW had to make hard decisions starting 
in 2005 due to severe economic conditions.  These decisions included the plan to allow 
employees to transfer with their corporate seniority.  These provisions were not 
retroactive to 2000, and were not in place in 2000 when Brayton chose to move to Lima.  
The decision of the IEB should, therefore, be upheld. 

 
C. Rebuttal by Jeremi Brayton: 

The International Union continues to assert that I quit my employment at Ford 
Motor Company in 2000.  I did not quit and there is no document in the record to 
support the Union‟s assertion.  I transferred from Van Dyke to Lima in 2000.  I have 
referred to specific sections of the National Agreement which describe an employee‟s 
ability to transfer from one location to another.  The UAW has not provided any 
contractual support for their argument that such transfers are not possible.  In fact, while 
there is a provision in the agreement describing transfers, there is nothing which states 
that an employee can quit and rehire while maintaining corporate seniority.  I transferred 
in 2000.  My hire date was in 1995.  In accordance with the UAW-Ford National 
Agreement, my “Transfer Leveling Date” should be October 25, 1995. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
We recognize that Brayton did not quit his employment at Ford Motor Company 

in 2000, but he did quit his job at the Van Dyke Plant so that he could accept a position 
at the Lima Engine Plant.  His corporate seniority was unaffected by the move, but an 
employee‟s plant seniority under the UAW-Ford National Agreement is computed from 
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his or her date of hire or transfer into a plant.  Article VIII, §1(a) of the UAW-Ford 
National agreement states as follows: 

 
“Seniority shall be computed from the date of hiring into or transfer into a 
plant.” 

This rule was correctly applied to Brayton when he quit his job at the Van Dyke plant in 
2000 and accepted a new position at the Lima Engine Plant.  There was no way to 
transfer from plant to plant in 2000 without accepting a new plant seniority date. 
 

The union had the right to negotiate flow-back procedures to place employees of 
closed plants after Ford Motor Company began to consolidate its operations in 2004.  
The transfer of these employees to the Lima Engine plant did not violate Brayton‟s 
seniority rights.  It appears that Brayton understood and accepted this situation until he 
learned of the arrangement made for Paradore and Renner when they transferred to 
Lima in 2006.  Brayton raised a legitimate objection to the agreement to allow these two 
employees to retain their corporate seniority dates.  Where economic conditions force 
the consolidation of operations, the National Parties are authorized to negotiate terms to 
place employees affected by the company‟s business decisions.  The merger of 
seniority lists as a result of such transfer agreements is inevitably difficult for employees 
of the receiving plant.38   For this reason, as Administrative Assistant Curson observed 
in his report to the IEB, these transfers require close scrutiny by the National Parties.  
On the other hand, there is no provision in the National Agreement that would allow an 
employee voluntarily to initiate a transfer to another plant with his or her corporate 
seniority, thereby affecting the standing of employees on the plant seniority list at the 
new location. 

 
The attempt to place Renner and Paradore at the Lima Engine Plant with their 

corporate seniority was clearly improper.  We can understand Brayton‟s sense that he 
was not receiving equal representation by his local union when it appeared that these 
two employees were going to be allowed to retain their corporate seniority dates, 
because their circumstances were identical to Brayton‟s from a contractual standpoint.  
The IEB has now addressed the contractual violation identified by Brayton‟s appeal.  
The National Agreement was correctly applied to Brayton, so the withdrawal of his 
grievance was proper. 

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 

                                      
38

 See Evans et al. v. UAW National Ford Department, PRB Case No. 1579 (2008). 


